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Abstract—The socioeconomic status of people depends on
a combination of individual characteristics and environmental
variables, thus its inference from online behavioral data is a
difficult task. Attributes like user semantics in communication,
habitat, occupation, or social network are all known to be
determinant predictors of this feature. In this paper we propose
three different data collection and combination methods to first
estimate and, in turn, infer the socioeconomic status of French
Twitter users from their online semantics. Our methods are based
on open census data, crawled professional profiles, and remotely
sensed, expert annotated information on living environment. Our
inference models reach similar performance of earlier results with
the advantage of relying on broadly available datasets and of
providing a generalizable framework to estimate socioeconomic
status of large numbers of Twitter users. These results may
contribute to the scientific discussion on social stratification and
inequalities, and may fuel several applications.
Index Terms—Social Computing, Semantic Web, Data Collec-
tion, Data Integration, Machine Learning
I. INTRODUCTION
Online social networks have become one of the most
disruptive communication platforms, as everyday billions of
individuals use them to interact with each other. Their penetra-
tion in our everyday lives seems ever-growing and has in turn
generated a massive volume of publicly available data open
to analysis. The digital footprints left across these multiple
media platforms provide us with a unique source to study and
understand how the linguistic phenotype of a given user is
related to social attributes such as socioeconomic status (SES).
The quantification and inference of SES of individuals is a
long lasting question in the social sciences. It is a rather diffi-
cult problem as it may depend on a combination of individual
characteristics and environmental variables [33]. Some of these
features can be easier to assess like income, gender, or age
whereas others, relying to some degree on self-definition and
sometimes entangled with privacy issues, are harder to assign
like ethnicity, occupation, education level or home location.
Furthermore, individual SES correlates with other individual
or network attributes, as users tend to build social links
with others of similar SES, a phenomenon known as status
homophily [36], arguably driving the observed stratification
of society [30]. At the same time, shared social environment,
similar education level, and social influence have been shown
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to jointly lead socioeconomic groups to exhibit stereotypical
behavioral patterns, such as shared political opinion [13]
or similar linguistic patterns [11]. Although these features
are entangled and causal relation between them is far from
understood, they appear as correlations in the data.
Datasets recording multiple characteristics of human be-
haviour are more and more available due to recent develop-
ments in data collection technologies and increasingly popular
online platforms and personal digital devices. The automatic
tracking of online activities, commonly associated with profile
data and meta-information; the precise recording of daily
activities, interaction dynamics and mobility patterns collected
through mobile personal devices; together with the detailed
and expert annotated census data all provide new grounds for
the inference of individual features or behavioral patterns [29].
The exploitation of these data sources has already been
proven to be fruitful as cutting edge recommendation systems,
advanced methods for health record analysis, or successful
prediction tools for social behaviour heavily rely on them [28].
Nevertheless, despite the available data, some inference tasks,
like individual SES prediction, remain an open challenge.
The precise inference of SES would contribute to overcome
several scientific challenges and could potentially have several
commercial applications [31]. Further, robust SES inference
would provide unique opportunities to gain deeper insights
on socioeconomic inequalities [40], social stratification [30],
and on the driving mechanisms of network evolution, such as
status homophily or social segregation.
In this work, we take a horizontal approach to this problem
and explore various ways to infer the SES of a large sample of
social media users. We propose different data collection and
combination strategies using open, crawlable, or expert anno-
tated socioeconomic data for the prediction task. Specifically,
we use an extensive Twitter dataset of 1.3M users located in
France, all associated with their tweets and profile information;
32,053 of them having inferred home locations. Individual
SES is estimated by relying on three separate datasets, namely
socioeconomic census data; crawled profession information
and expert annotated Google Street View images of users’
home locations. Each of these datasets is then used as ground-
truth to infer the SES of Twitter users from profile and
semantic features similar to [42]. We aim to explore and assess
how the SES of social media users can be obtained and how
much the inference problem depends on annotation and the
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user’s individual and linguistic attributes.
We provide in Section II an overview of the related literature
to contextualize the novelty of our work. In Section III
we provide a detailed description of the data collection and
combination methods. In Section IV we introduce the features
extracted to solve the SES inference problem, with results
summarized in Section V. Finally, in Section VI and VII we
conclude our paper with a brief discussion of the limitations
and perspectives of our methods.
II. RELATED WORKS
There is a growing effort in the field to combine online be-
havioral data with census records, and expert annotated infor-
mation to infer social attributes of users of online services. The
predicted attributes range from easily assessable individual
characteristics such as age [18], or occupation [20], [22], [41],
[42] to more complex psychological and sociological traits like
political affiliation [46], personality [44], or SES [35], [42].
Predictive features proposed to infer the desired attributes
are also numerous. In case of Twitter, user information can be
publicly queried within the limits of the public API [7]. User
characteristics collected in this way, such as profile features,
tweeting behavior, social network and linguistic content have
been used for prediction, while other inference methods rely-
ing on external data sources such as website traffic data [16] or
census data [25], [34] have also proven effective. Nonetheless,
only recent works involve user semantics in a broader context
related to social networks, spatiotemporal information, and
personal attributes [12], [22], [41], [42].
The tradition of relating SES of individuals to their language
dates back to the early stages of sociolinguistics where it
was first shown that social status reflected through a person’s
occupation is a determinant factor in the way language is
used [17]. This line of research was recently revisited by
Lampos et al. to study the SES inference problem on Twitter.
In a series of works [12], [22], [41], [42], the authors applied
Gaussian Processes to predict user income, occupation and
socioeconomic class based on demographic, psycho-linguistic
features and a standardized job classification taxonomy which
mapped Twitter users to their professional occupations. The
high predictive performance has proven this concept with
r = 0.633 for income prediction, and a precision of 55% for
9-ways SOC classification, and 82% for binary SES classi-
fication. Nevertheless, the models developed by the authors
are learned by relying on datasets, which were manually
labeled through an annotation process crowdsourced through
Amazon Mechanical Turk at a high monetary cost. Although
the labeled data has been released and provides the base
for new extensions [18], it has two potential shortfalls that
need to be acknowledged. First, the method requires access
to a detailed job taxonomy, in this case specific to England,
which hinders potential extensions of this line of work to other
languages and countries. Furthermore, the language to income
pipeline seems to show some dependency on the sample of
users that actively chose to disclose their profession in their
Twitter profile. Features obtained on this set might not be
easily recovered from a wider sample of Twitter users. This
limits the generalization of these results without assuming a
costly acquisition of a new dataset.
III. DATA COLLECTION AND COMBINATION
Our first motivation in this study was to overcome earlier
limitations by exploring alternative data collection and com-
bination methods. We provide here three ways to estimate
the SES of Twitter users by using (a) open census data,
(b) crawled and manually annotated data on professional
skills and occupation, and (c) expert annotated data on home
location Street View images. We provide here a collection
of procedures that enable interested researchers to introduce
predictive performance and scalability considerations when
interested in developing language to SES inference pipelines.
In the following we present in detail all of our data collection
and combination methods.
A. Twitter corpus
Our central dataset was collected from Twitter, an on-
line news and social networking service. Through Twitter,
users can post and interact by “tweeting” messages with
restricted length. Tweets may come with several types of
metadata including information about the author’s profile, the
detected language as well as where and when the tweet was
posted. Specifically, we recorded 90,369,215 tweets written
in French, posted by 1.3 Million users in the timezones
GMT and GMT+1 over one year (between August 2014 to
July 2015) [1]. These tweets were obtained via the Twitter
Powertrack API provided by Datasift with an access rate of
15%. Using this dataset we built several other corpora:
1) Geolocated users: To find users with a representative
home location we followed the method published in [23],
[26]. As a bottom line, we concentrated on 127, 614 users
who posted at least five geolocated tweets with valid GPS
coordinates, with at least three of them within a valid census
cell (for definition see later), and over a longer period than
seven days. Applying these filters we obtained 1,000,064 lo-
cations from geolocated tweets. By focusing on the geolocated
users, we kept those with limited mobility, i.e., with median
distance between locations not greater than 30 km, with tweets
posted at places and times which did not require travel faster
than 130 km/h (maximum speed allowed within France), and
with no more than three tweets within a two seconds window.
We further filtered out tweets with coordinates corresponding
to locations referring to places (such as “Paris” or “France”).
Thus, we removed locations that didn’t exactly correspond to
GPS-tagged tweets and also users which were most likely bots.
Home location was estimated by the most frequent location for
a user among all coordinates he visited. This way we obtained
32, 053 users, each associated with a unique home location.
Finally, we collected the latest 3, 200 tweets from the timeline
of all of geolocated users using the Twitter public API [7].
Note, that by applying these consecutive filters we obtained
a more representative population as the Gini index, indicating
overall socioeconomic inequalities, was 37.3% before filtering
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become 36.4% due to the filtering methods, which is closer
to the value reported by the World Bank (33.7%) [10].
(a)
(b) (c)
(a) (b)
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 1: (a) Average distance from home of active users per
hour of the day. (b) Hourly rate of all geolocated tweets and
(c) geolocated tweets mentioning ‘dormir’ averaged over all
weekdays.
To verify our results, we computed the average weekly
distance from each recorded location of a user to his inferred
home location defined either as its most frequent location
overall or among locations posted outside of work-hours from
9AM to 6PM (see Fig. 1a). This circadian pattern displays
great similarity to earlier results [26] with two maxima,
roughly corresponding to times at the workplace, and a local
minimum at 1PM due to people having lunch at home. We
found that this circadian pattern was more consistent with
earlier results [26] when we considered all geolocated tweets
(“All” in Fig. 1a) rather than only tweets including “home-
related” expressions (“Night” in Fig. 1a). To further verify the
inferred home locations, for a subset of 29,389 users we looked
for regular expressions in their tweets that were indicative of
being at home [26], such as “chez moi”, “bruit”, “dormir” or
“nuit”. In Fig. 1c we show the temporal distribution of the
rate of the word “dormir” at the inferred home locations. This
distribution appears with a peak around 10PM, which is very
different from the overall distribution of geolocated tweets
throughout the day considering any location (see Fig. 1b).
2) Linguistic data: To obtain meaningful linguistic data we
pre-processed the incoming tweet streams in several ways. As
our central question here deals with language semantics of in-
dividuals, re-tweets do not bring any additional information to
our study, thus we removed them by default. We also removed
any expressions considered to be semantically meaningless
like URLs, emoticons, mentions of other users (denoted by the
@ symbol) and hashtags (denoted by the # symbol) to simplify
later post-processing. In addition, as a last step of textual pre-
processing, we downcased and stripped the punctuation from
the text of every tweet.
B. Census data
Our first method to associate SES to geolocated users builds
on an open census income dataset at intra-urban level for
France [6]. Obtained from 2010 French tax returns, it was
released in December 2016 by the National Institute of Statis-
tics and Economic Studies (INSEE) of France. This dataset
collects detailed socioeconomic information of individuals at
the census block level (called IRIS), which are defined as
territorial cells with varying size but corresponding to blocks
of around 2, 000 inhabitants, as shown in Fig. 2 for greater
Paris. For each cell, the data records the deciles of the income
distribution of inhabitants. Note that the IRIS data does not
provide full coverage of the French territory, as some cells
were not reported to avoid identification of individuals (in
accordance with current privacy laws), or to avoid territorial
cells of excessive area. Nevertheless, this limitation did not
hinder our results significantly as we only considered users
who posted at least three times from valid IRIS cells, as
explained in Section III-A1.
1 km
3000 ft
1 km
3000 ft
7,404 18,821 30,328 41,656 53,073 64,490
Median Income Distribution (€)
Fig. 2: IRIS area cells in central Paris colored according to the
median income of inhabitants, with inferred home locations of
2, 000 Twitter users.
To associate a single income value to each user, we
identified the cell of their estimated home locations and
assigned them with the median of the corresponding income
distribution. Thus we obtained an average socioeconomic
indicator for each user, which was distributed heterogeneously
in accordance with Pareto’s law [39]. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 4a, where the C(f) cumulative income distributions as the
function of population fraction f appears as a Lorentz-curve
with area under the diagonal proportional to socioeconomic
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inequalities. As an example, Fig. 2 depicts the spatial distribu-
tion of 2, 000 users with inferred home locations in IRIS cells
located in central Paris and colored as the median income.
C. Occupation data
Earlier studies [22], [41], [42] demonstrated that annotated
occupation information can be effectively used to derive
precise income for individuals and infer therefore their SES.
However, these methods required a somewhat selective set
of Twitter users as well as an expensive annotation process
by hiring premium annotators e.g. from Amazon Mechanical
Turk. Our goal here was to obtain the occupations for a general
set of Twitter users without the involvement of annotators, but
by collecting data from parallel online services.
As a second method to estimate SES, we took a sample
of Twitter users who mentioned their LinkedIn [9] profile
url in their tweets or Twitter profile. Using these pointers
we collected professional profile descriptions from LinkedIn
by relying on an automatic crawler mainly used in Search
Engine Optimization (SEO) tasks [4]. We obtained 4, 140
Twitter/LinkedIn users all associated with their job title, pro-
fessional skills and profile description. Apart from the advan-
tage of working with structured data, professional information
extracted from LinkedIn is significantly more reliable than
Twitter’s due to the high degree of social scrutiny to which
each profile is exposed [38].
To associate income to Twitter users with LinkedIn profiles,
we matched them with a given salary based on their reported
profession and an occupational salary classification table pro-
vided by INSEE [2]. Due to the ambiguous naming of jobs
and to acknowledge permanent/non-permanent, senior/junior
contract types we followed three strategies for the matching.
In 40% of the cases we directly associated the reported job
titles to regular expressions of an occupation. In 50% of
the cases we used string sequencing methods borrowed from
DNA-sequencing [3] to associate reported and official names
of occupations with at least 90% match. For the remaining
10% of users we directly inspected profiles. The distribution of
estimated salaries reflects the expected income heterogeneities
as shown in Fig. 4. Users were eventually assigned to one of
two SES classes based on whether their salary was higher or
lower than the average value of the income distribution. Also
note, that LinkedIn users may not be representative of the
whole population. We discuss this and other types of poential
biases in Section VI.
D. Expert annotated home location data
Finally, motivated by recent remote sensing techniques, we
sought to estimate SES via the analysis of the urban environ-
ment around the inferred home locations. Similar methodology
has been lately reported by the remote sensing community [21]
to predict socio-demographic features of a given neighborhood
by analyzing Google Street View images to detect different car
models, or to predict poverty rates across urban areas in Africa
from satellite imagery [27]. Driven by this line of work, we
estimated the SES of geolocated Twitter users as follows:
1) Pre-selection of home locations: Using geolocated users
identified in Section III-A1, we further filtered them to obtain a
smaller set of users with more precise inferred home locations.
We screened all of their geotagged tweets and looked for reg-
ular expressions determining whether or not a tweet was sent
from home [26]. As explained in Section III-A1, we exploited
that “home-suspected” expressions appeared with a particular
temporal distribution (see Fig. 1c) since these expressions
were used during the night when users are at home. This
selection yielded 28, 397 users mentioning “home-suspected”
expressions regularly at their inferred home locations.
2) Identification of urban/residential areas: In order to
filter out inferred home locations not in urban/residential areas,
we downloaded via Google Maps Static API [5] a satellite
view in a 100m radius around each coordinate (for a sample
see Fig. 3a). To discriminate between residential and non-
residential areas, we built on land use classifier [19] using
aerial imagery from the UC Merced dataset [8]. This dataset
contains 2100 256× 256 1m/px aerial RGB images over 21
classes of different land use (for a pair of sample images
see Fig. 3b). To classify land use a CaffeNet architecture
was trained which reached an accuracy over 95%. Here, we
instantiated a ResNet50 network using keras [15] pre-trained
on ImageNet [24] where all layers except the last five were
frozen. The network was then trained with 10-fold cross
validation achieving a 93% accuracy after the first 100 epochs.
We used this model to classify images of the estimated home
location satellite views (cf. Figure 3a) and kept those which
were identified as residential areas (see Fig. 3b, showing the
activation of the two first hidden layers of the trained model).
This way 5, 396 inferred home locations were discarded.
(a)
(b) (c)
(a) (b)
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 3: Top: ResNet50 Output: (a): Original satellite view; (b):
First two hidden layers activation; (c): Final top-3 most fre-
quent predicted area types; (d) Architect SES score agreement
with census median income for the sampled home locations.
It is shown as violin plots of income distributions for users
annotated in different classes (shown on x-axis and by color).
3) Home location data with expert annotated SES: Next
we aimed to estimate SES from architectural/urban features
associated to the home locations. Thus, for each home loca-
tion we collected two additional satellite views at different
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resolutions as well as six Street View images, each with a
horizontal view of approximately 90◦. We randomly selected
a sample of 1, 000 locations and involved architects to assign
a SES score (from 1 to 9) to a sample set of selected locations
based on the satellite and Street View around it (both samples
had 333 overlapping locations). For validation, we took users
from each annotated SES class and computed the distribution
of their incomes inferred from the IRIS census data (see
Section III-B). Violin plots in Fig. 3d show that in expert
annotated data, as expected, the inferred income values were
positively correlated with the annotated SES classes. Labels
were then categorized into two socioeconomic classes for
comparison purposes. All in all, both annotators assigned the
same label to the overlapping locations in 81.7% of samples.
Census Occupation Expert
Size 32, 053 4, 140 1, 000
Low SES 0.54 0.46 0.58
High SES 0.46 0.54 0.42
TABLE I: Number of users and estimated fractions of low and
high SES in each dataset
To solve the SES inference problem we used the above
described three datasets (for a summary see Table I). We
defined the inference task as a two-way classification problem
by dividing the user set of each dataset into two groups. For
the census and occupation datasets the lower and higher SES
classes were separated by the average income computed from
the whole distribution, while in the case of the expert annotated
data we assigned people from the lowest five SES labels to the
lower SES class in the two-way task. The relative fractions of
people assigned to the two classes are depicted in Fig. 4b for
each dataset and summarized in Table I.
(a)
(b) (c)
(a) (b)
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 4: Cumulative distributions of income as a function of
sorted fraction f of individuals. Dashed line corresponds to the
perfectly balanced distribution. Distributions appear similar in
spite of dealing with heterogeneous samples.
IV. FEATURE SELECTION
Using the user profile information and tweets collected from
every account’s timeline, we built a feature set for each user,
similar to Lampos et al. [42]. We categorized features into two
sets, one containing shallow features directly observable from
the data, while the other was obtained via a pipeline of data
processing methods to capture semantic user features.
A. User Level Features
The user level features are based on the general user
information or aggregated statistics about the tweets [22]. We
therefore include general ordinal values such as the number
and rate of retweets, mentions, and coarse-grained information
about the social network of users (number of friends, follow-
ers, and ratio of friends to followers). Finally we vectorized
each user’s profile description and tweets and selected the
top 450 and 560 1-grams and 2-grams, respectively, observed
through their accounts (where the rank of a given 1-gram was
estimated via tf-idf [32]).
B. Linguistic features
To represent textual information, in addition to word count
data, we used topic models to encode coarse-grained informa-
tion on the content of the tweets of a user, similar to [42]. This
enabled us to easily interpret the relation between semantic and
socioeconomic features. Specifically, we started by training a
word2vec model [37] on the whole set of tweets (obtained
in the 2014-2015 timeframe) by using the skip-gram model
and negative sampling with parameters similar to [18], [22].
To scale up the analysis, the number of dimensions for the
embedding was kept at 50. This embedded words in the initial
dataset in a R50 vector space.

Fig. 5: Clustered topic-to-topic correlation matrix: Topics are
generated via the spectral clustering of the word2vec word
co-similarity matrix. Row labels are the name of topics while
column labels are their categories. Blue cells (resp. red) assign
negative (resp. positive) Pearsons correlation coefficients.
Eventually we extracted conversation topics by running a
spectral clustering algorithm on the word-to-word similarity
matrix M ∈ RV×V with V vocabulary size and elements
defined as the Mij =
〈ui,uj〉
||ui||||uj || cosine similarity between word
vectors. Here ui ∈ R50 is a vector of a word i ∈ V in the
embedding, 〈·〉 is the dot product of vectors, and ||·|| is the L2
norm of a vector. This definition allows for negative entries
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in the matrix to cluster, which were set to null in our case.
This is consistent with the goal of the clustering procedure
as negative similarities shouldn’t encode dissimilarity between
pairs of words but orthogonality between the embeddings. This
procedure was run for 50, 100 and 200 clusters and allowed
the homogeneous distribution of words among clusters (hard
clustering). The best results were obtained with 100 topics in
the topic model. Finally, we manually labeled topics based
on the words assigned to them, and computed the topic-to-
topic correlation matrix shown in Fig. 5. There, after block
diagonalization, we found clearly correlated groups of topics
which could be associated to larger topical areas such as
communication, advertisement or soccer.
As a result we could compute a representative topic distri-
bution for each user, defined as a vector of normalized usage
frequency of words from each topic. Also note that the topic
distribution for a given user was automatically obtained as it
depends only on the set of tweets and the learned topic clusters
without further parametrization.
10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000
Annual Income ( )
French
Politics
Technology
Cultured
Media
Travel
Slang
Insults
Informal
 Abbreviations
38020
38944
37732
40061
37680
39364
37672
38956
38976
37762
40124
37884
41020
37154
No Yes
Fig. 6: Average income for users who tweeted about a given
topic (blue) vs. those who didn’t (red). Label of the considered
topic is on the left.
To demonstrate how discriminative the identified topics
were in terms of the SES of users we associated to each user
the 9th decile value of the income distribution corresponding
to the census block of their home location and computed for
each labelled topic the average income of users depending
on whether or not they mentioned the given topic. Results in
Fig. 6 demonstrates that topics related to politics, technology
or culture are more discussed by people with higher income,
while other topics associated to slang, insults or informal
abbreviations are more used by people of lower income.
These observable differences between the average income of
people, who use (or not) words from discriminative topics,
demonstrates well the potential of word topic clustering used
as features for the inference of SES. All in all, each user in
our dataset was assigned with a 1117 feature vector encoding
the lexical and semantic profile she displayed on Twitter. We
did not apply any further feature selection as the distribution
of importance of features appeared rather smooth (not shown
here). It did not provided evident ways to identify a clear set
of particularly determinant features, but rather indicated that
the combination of them were important.
V. RESULTS
In order to assess the degree to which linguistic features
can be used for discriminating users by their socioeconomic
class, we trained with these feature sets different learning
algorithms. Namely, we used the XGBoost algorithm [14], an
implementation of the gradient-boosted decision trees for this
task. Training a decision tree learning algorithm involves the
generation of a series of rules, split points or nodes ordered
in a tree-like structure enabling the prediction of a target
output value based on the values of the input features. More
specifically, XGBoost, as an ensemble technique, is trained
by sequentially adding a high number of individually weak
but complementary classifiers to produce a robust estimator:
each new model is built to be maximally correlated with
the negative gradient of the loss function associated with the
model assembly [45]. To evaluate the performance of this
method we benchmarked it against more standard ensemble
learning algorithms such as AdaBoost and Random Forest.
Census Occupation Expert
AdaBoost 0.549± 0.009 0.628± 0.022 0.575± 0.013
Random Forest 0.677± 0.011 0.783± 0.017 0.593± 0.049
XGBoost 0.700± 0.011 0.798± 0.015 0.605± 0.029
TABLE II: Classification performance (5-CV): AUC scores
(mean ± STD) of three different classifiers on each dataset)
For each socioeconomic dataset, we trained our models by
using 75% of the available data for training and the remaining
25% for testing. During the training phase, the training data
undergoes a k-fold inner cross-validation, with k = 5, where
all splits are computed in a stratified manner to get the same
ratio of lower to higher SES users. The four first blocks were
used for inner training and the remainder for inner testing. This
was repeated ten times for each model so that in the end, each
model’s performance on the validation set was averaged over
50 samples. For each model, the parameters were fine-tuned by
training 500 different models over the aforementioned splits.
The selected one was that which gave the best performance
on average, which was then applied to the held-out test set.
This is then repeated through a 5-fold outer cross-validation.
In terms of prediction score, we followed a standard proce-
dure in the literature [43] and evaluated the learned models by
considering the area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (AUC). This metric can be thought as the probability that
a classifier ranks a randomly chosen positive instance higher
than a randomly chosen negative one [45].
This procedure was applied to each of our datasets. The
obtained results are shown in Fig. 7 and in Table III.
As a result, we first observed that XGBoost consistently
provided top prediction scores when compared to AdaBoost
and Random Forest (all performance scores are summarised in
Table II). We hence used it for our predictions in the remainder
of this study. We found that the LinkedIn data was the best,
with AUC = 0.80, to train a model to predict SES of people
based on their semantic features. It provided a 10% increase
in performance as compared to the census based inference
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Fig. 7: ROC curves for 2-way SES prediction using tuned
XGBoost in each of the 3 SES datasets. AUC values are
reported in the legend. The dashed line corresponds to the line
of no discrimination. Solid lines assign average values over all
folds while shaded regions represent standard deviation.
with AUC = 0.70, and 19% relative to expert annotated data
with AUC = 0.61. Thus we can conclude that there seem
to be a trade-off between scalability and prediction quality, as
while the occupation dataset provided the best results, it seems
unlikely to be subject to any upscaling due to the high cost
of obtaining a clean dataset. Relying on location to estimate
SES seems to be more likely to benefit from such an approach,
though at the cost of an increased number of mislabelled users
in the dataset. Moreover, the annotator’s estimation of SES
using Street View at each home location seems to be hindered
by the large variability of urban features. Note that even though
inter-agreement is 76%, the Cohen’s kappa score for annotator
inter-agreement is low at 0.169. Furthermore, we remark
that the expert annotated pipeline was also subject to noise
affecting the home location estimations, which potentially
contributed to the lowest predictive performance.
Finally, it should also be noted that following recent work
by Aletras and Chamberlain in [12], we tested our model by
extending the feature set with the node2vec embedding of
users computed from the mutual mention graph of Twitter.
Nevertheless, in our setting, it did not increase the overall
predictive performance of the inference pipeline. We hence
didn’t include in the feature set for the sake of simplicity.
Dataset SES Class Performance on test setPrecision Recall F1-score
Census Low 0.652 0.596 0.624High 0.628 0.682 0.652
LinkedIn Low 0.700 0.733 0.717High 0.735 0.702 0.720
Architect Low 0.622 0.598 0.607High 0.550 0.573 0.556
TABLE III: Detailed average performance (5-CV) on test data
for the binary SES inference problem for each of the 3 datasets
VI. LIMITATIONS
In this work we combined multiple datasets collected from
various sources. Each of them came with some bias due
to the data collection and post-treatment methods or the
incomplete set of users. These biases may limit the success
of our inference, thus their identification is important for the
interpretation and future developments of our framework.
• Location data: Although we designed very strict condi-
tions for the precise inference of home locations of geolocated
users, this process may have some uncertainty due to outlier
behaviour. Further bias may be induced by the relatively long
time passed between the posting of the location data and of
the tweets collection of users.
• Census data: As we already mentioned the census data
does not cover the entire French territory as it reports only cells
with close to 2, 000 inhabitants. This may introduce biases in
two ways: by limiting the number of people in our sample
living in rural areas, and by associating income with large
variation to each cell. While the former limit had marginal
effects on our predictions, as Twitter users mostly live in urban
areas, we addressed the latter effect by associating the median
income to users located in a given cell.
• Occupation data: LinkedIn as a professional online social
network is predominantly used by people from IT, business,
management, marketing or other expert areas, typically as-
sociated with higher education levels and higher salaries.
Moreover, we could observe only users who shared their
professional profiles on Twitter, which may further biased
our training set. In terms of occupational-salary classification,
the data in [2] was collected in 2010 thus may not contain
more recent professions. These biases may induce limits in the
representativeness of our training data and thus in the predic-
tions’ precision. However, results based on this method of SES
annotation performed best in our measurements, indicating that
professions are among the most predictive features of SES, as
has been reported in [42].
• Annotated home locations: The remote sensing annotation
was done by experts and their evaluation was based on visual
inspection and biased by some unavoidable subjectivity. Al-
though their annotations were cross-referenced and found to be
consistent, they still contained biases, like over-representative
middle classes, which somewhat undermined the prediction
task based on this dataset.
Despite these shortcomings, using all the three datasets we
were able to infer SES with performances close to earlier
reported results, which were based on more thoroughly an-
notated datasets. Our results, and our approach of using open,
crawlable, or remotely sensed data highlights the potential of
the proposed methodologies.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we proposed a novel methodology for the
inference of the SES of Twitter users. We built our mod-
els combining information obtained from numerous sources,
including Twitter, census data, LinkedIn and Google Maps.
We developed precise methods of home location inference
from geolocation, novel annotation of remotely sensed images
of living environments, and effective combination of datasets
collected from multiple sources. As new scientific results,
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we demonstrated that within the French Twitter space, the
utilization of words in different topic categories, identified
via advanced semantic analysis of tweets, can discriminate
between people of different income. More importantly, we
presented a proof-of-concept that our methods are competitive
in terms of SES inference when compared to other methods
relying on domain specific information.
We can identify several future directions and applications
of our work. First, further development of data annotation of
remotely sensed information is a promising direction. Note that
after training, our model requires as input only information,
which can be collected exclusively from Twitter, without
relying on other data sources. This holds a large potential in
terms of SES inference of larger sets of Twitter users, which
in turn opens the door for studies to address population level
correlations of SES with language, space, time, or the social
network. This way our methodology has the merit not only to
answer open scientific questions, but also to contribute to the
development of new applications in recommendation systems,
predicting customer behavior, or in online social services.
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